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WISER RRLT LOCATOR SYSTEM FOR MILITARY DISTRIBUTION AND WAREHOUSING 

Summary 

Real-time location of supply chain and distribution assets is a critical datapoint for the 
emerging Internet of Things (IoT). WISER Systems, Inc. Redundant Radio Localization and 
Tracking (RRLT™) technology enhances distribution and warehousing via autonomous, 
real-time updates on the locations of key assets. This can alleviate both security and 
operations challenges for storage facilities, depots, distribution centers (DCs), and shipping 
yards. WISER offers a flexible, accurate, wireless technology for locating any kind of asset—
including pallets, crates, bins, racks, forklifts, robots, pallet jacks, weapons, munitions, 
combat gear, chemicals, medical supplies, hard hats, and employee badges. 

Early adopters of indoor asset location already employ solutions in manufacturing, 
predictive maintenance, autonomous inventory, worker and vehicle safety, and many other 
applications. Similarly, identifying, locating, and tracking materials and people in real time 
can improve safety, security, and efficiency, and reduce costs widely across logistics, 
distribution, and warehousing industries. WISER’s ability to reduce monitoring and 
communication workloads helps serve large populations and materiel centers effectively, 
especially in terms of conducting more preventative care and less emergency intervention. 

The Problem 

Lost, misplaced, damaged, and expired assets cost billions of dollars to U.S. organizations 
every year. Companies and military organizations often acquire replacement units only 
later to discover that inventory counts were incorrect and that no replacements were 
needed in the first place. Many organizations also struggle to keep inventories current 
enough even to know when replacements and additional inventory will be required. 
Furthermore, maintaining current inventories takes countless working hours. 

Searching for lost supplies and materiel often a) disrupts and delays critical operations, b) 
pulls workers away from other time-sensitive duties, and c) diverts the attention of higher-
ranked personnel. In many cases, highly-trained warfighters, technicians, and engineers are 
required to spend their time searching for misplaced assets or manually accounting for 
inventories and mustered personnel. All these problems result in massive costs in time and 
money without solving the initial problem of manual, error-prone process. WISER Systems 
addresses these problems simply using its RRLT tracking and location system. 
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WISER RRLT 

WISER RRLT offers best-in-class accuracy, cost, coverage and scalability for use among 
asset tracking systems. It is also customizable to meet the large-scale IoT needs that 
logistics settings demand. WISER RRLT autonomously and unobtrusively locates, tracks, 
and reports the location of any key asset at any time. 

This FCC-certified solution consists of a secure, dedicated mesh network of very-low-
power ultra-wideband (UWB) Antennas. It does not require WiFi or Cellular coverage to 
operate and does not interfere with other wireless networks. Furthermore, it locates 
precisely both outdoors and indoors where GPS systems are unable to perform. Since it 
establishes its own mesh network, WISER RRLT can operate outside military firewalls. 

Powered by RRLT technology, WISER’s self-configuring real-time locating system (RTLS) 
provides highly accurate and reliable XY location of material, equipment, or people within 
a defined space. This system also enables Z-axis (3D) location, which will be released for 
use in the near future. 

The system is extremely flexible and does not require electrical expertise to install. Simply 
position an Antenna Node every ~5-10,000 square feet, depending on the environment. 
Open environments allow a lighter Antenna density, sometimes locating accurately with 
Antennas spaced as far as every 40,000 square feet. Once the mesh is established, it can 
track any tagged asset or personnel within a few inches, delivering sub-meter precision in 
even the most challenging environments. This system self-calibrates wirelessly without the 
need for manual measurements, simplifying installation and reducing support costs 
dramatically. 

WISER RRLT locates and tracks Tags autonomously without any manual scanning or 
searching. Real-time updates, overlaid on a floorplan or facility map, enable commanding 
officers and administrators to monitor tagged assets instantaneously as they move about 
the area, or to search for specific assets by name or ID. The system delivers current data on 
where assets are, along with their location histories. Because of this, decision-makers will 
no longer need to rely on workers correctly scanning bar codes or manually entering 
information into military databases. 

This enables numerous applications for warehousing and distribution. For instance, by 
autonomously tracking supplies, tools, vehicles, or other equipment moving—both inside 
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and between buildings—WISER RRLT allows for always-correct inventories. This system can 
also create virtual security zones, reporting data immediately if unauthorized access 
occurs. It can be used to reduce theft, prevent loss and asset expiration, ensure worker 
safety, and to study DC layouts for workflow optimization. 

The system works alone or in concert with other inventory labels like bar and QR codes, 
passive RFID, and NFC stickers. For example, hand-held scanners equipped with WISER 
tags automatically locate and timestamp any scan. WISER currently uses an approach like 
this for a military aerospace maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) solution. 

To date, no ubiquitous technology has emerged to accurately, autonomously, and 
affordably locate and track in complex, metal, and multi-building environments. 
Conventional indoor solutions require manual scanning or expensive fixed infrastructure 
like beacons, wiring, portal readers, and calibration cabling. Legacy systems including RFID, 
WiFi, and Bluetooth Beacons also fail to locate accurately through walls or in basements. 
Most of these systems face too much latency to scale for thousands of assets, and most 
require operation on company networks and within firewalls. These technologies are often 
incapable of accuracy beyond the room level and cannot locate in three dimensions—such 
as on a specific part of a distinct shelf. These systems also often fail to perform in RF-harsh 
industrial environments filled with clutter, noise, metal surfaces, and reflectivity. Legacy 
solutions thus fail to track precisely enough for pre-emptive intelligence in real time. 

Auto-Discovery 

WISER RRLT automatically discovers, tracks, and logs any tagged asset the moment it 
comes within range of the mesh network. The system quantifies change and aberration, 
such as an asset violating a security parameter, remaining immobile too long, or moving 
too often. Since the system is always on and actively gathering data, it does not require 
manual intervention for error-detection or logging of new Tags. It also allows for the 
customization of automated reports and unique alerts of improper handling and storage, 
collision notification, schedule violation, immobility, asset expiration, etc. 

WISER accomplishes this wirelessly without consuming valuable and finite bandwidth on 
military WiFi networks. Even when wireless networks shut down or the power is out, the 
WISER RTLS can continuously, identify, locate, and track valuable assets. This system is 
modular and infinitely scalable for any size or layout of tracking setting. This means that 
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site managers can deploy a WISER mesh network in strategic locations ranging from small 
supply depots to entire shipping yards or campuses—all without the hassles of rewiring 
and installing new infrastructure. 

For military procurement and logistics operations, administrators can integrate WISER 
localization data with purchase orders, shipping and receiving, quality control, losses and 
exceptions, inventory management, and personnel management on the same dashboard 
at the same time. Integrations like these can show the current location of an out-of-
compliance asset, complete with a granular movement and location history. 

WISER Antenna Nodes and the WISER UWB Mesh Network 
 
WISER Antenna Nodes are always on and running in the background, 
collecting data sent from WISER Tracker Tags attached to physical 
assets. Note: For objects moving at a high rate of speed, these 
Antennas can double as extremely high update-rate Tracker Tags. 

Antenna Nodes send data back through the UWB network to an 
onsite computer or server running WISER’s Locator software. The 
software collects and processes the data for seamless integration into 

an ERP or IoT platform via WISER’s REST API. This allows management of every tagged 
asset in the same place as untagged physical assets and virtual inventory. The visual 
mapping of asset movement histories—including routes taken and distances traveled—
provides invaluable data for improving efficiency, identifying risks, and optimizing worker 
safety. WISER can even eliminate the need to conduct manual inventory drills, since priority 
assets can be accounted for electronically in real time. 

Multi-Sensor Tracker Tag 

WISER Tracker Tags provide a steady stream of data to the user. The 
Tags send ID and battery levels, which the software uses to report 
location and time-stamp data. These tags could be used to gather and 
report temperature, acoustic, or other data as well. Tags measure 1 x 
1.5 x 0.5 inches in size and can be placed in a variety of form factors. 
Tags can be configured for two-way data transfer, opening the 

possibility for haptic feedback or other types of real-time alert. 
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WISER Tags are powered by coin cell batteries. Tags could also be powered over USB for 
powered assets like lift trucks or laptops or could be pre-installed inside powered 
equipment to avoid battery changes. 

Battery Life 

WISER Tracker Tags consume very little power. As a result, they provide real-time locating 
and tracking with minimal battery hassle. WISER uses battery-powered Tags for non-
powered assets like containers, personal gear, tools, and employee badges. In DC settings, 
battery-powered Tracker Tags are often for internal use only—placed on incoming assets 
and later removed to be recycled within the plant. For large institutions with dedicated 
fleets, like the U.S. Military, this system supports granular tracking of cargo and the 
contents of trucks and other vehicles in-transit, even between warehouses and military 
bases. 

Battery life varies depending on an asset’s movement and ping rates. Users can adjust ping 
rates to optimize battery life and performance. Tags also reduce their ping rates when 
motionless, effectually entering a sleep mode to conserve power. Expected battery life for 
a Tag pinging at 1 Hz and moving constantly for 8 hours per day will be 15-18 months. A 
Tag pinging every 10 seconds could last for ten years or more without a battery change. 

Tags actively report their battery status along with coordinate data. This allows users to 
ensure timely replacement and uninterrupted asset visibility near the end of a battery’s life. 
Tracker Tags are economical; users may replace batteries at-will themselves to maximize 
the life span and cost-effectiveness of each Tag. 

Range and Scalability 

WISER Antenna Nodes work best when placed in a rough grid around a facility. In a typical 
indoor environment, Antenna densities of one Antenna per 5-10,000 square feet deliver 
accurate location. With ideal line-of-sight conditions, a WISER mesh can operate with 
Antenna placement closer to 40,000 square feet per Antenna. If using Antenna Nodes as 
high update rate Tags, the Antennas can communicate as far as 1000 feet apart. 

The WISER mesh can handle an extraordinary number of pings from Tracker Tags. For 
instance, a facility with only 4 Antennas can still accommodate 10,000 Tags pinging at 0.1 
Hz. Slowing these ping rates allows for even more Tags in each area. There is no 
theoretical limit on the number of Tags the system can manage. There is also no 
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theoretical limit on the number of Antennas that can be placed in each mesh. The WISER 
system is one of the only real-time location systems that can scale to the requirements of 
the emerging IoT. 

Tag Placement 

Tracker Tags can be affixed via strong adhesive (such as industrial Velcro or even 
superglue) or in pouches or envelopes. They also come attachable to key-chain style rings, 
which can be locked to an asset. Tags are small and inconspicuous and can usually be well 
hidden. In the event a Tag is found and removed or damaged, a high-priority security alert 
could be generated instantaneously, indicating the identity and location of the asset 
requiring immediate human intervention. 

Security 

The WISER RRLT network is highly secure, with a redundant, multi-layered approach to 
data security. First, by utilizing multi-frequencies at very low power, broadcasts exhibit 
signatures that are virtually indistinguishable from RF “noise.” Second, since WISER RRLT 
establishes a segregated network, there is no risk to important data behind internal 
firewalls. Finally, security gateways safeguard the data at each communication layer. On-
premises, non-cloud configurations are also available. This system encrypts transmissions 
at the sensor level. Additional security layers at each gateway protect server and host 
security. Data center security layers protect at the network and cloud level. Finally, because 
each sensor has two-way data capability, updates, patches, and even kill switches can be 
managed remotely to any device over the RRLT mesh. 

Powering the RRLT Network 

The WISER RRLT network can be powered several ways. Antenna Nodes may be plugged 
into AC outlets or USB ports. They can also be powered via solar or over Ethernet (PoE) 
panels. The latter solution is particularly advantageous in large facilities with Ethernet 
cables already in place, either for lighting or internal data networks. Furthermore, WISER’s 
PoE service chain solution is simple to install in locations lacking electric or Ethernet wiring. 

Further Information 

See a use-case video and learn more at the following links: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zr7_wj5Qv3Y&feature=youtube 

www.wisersystems.com 


